
QVIS have partnered with AURA, an innovative technology 
platform, to deliver the UK’s fastest security response service. 
AURA is fully integrated into QVIS software so that when a 
dispatch is required, a ringing algorithm automatically locates 
and dispatches the nearest available security responder on the 
network, reducing response times and the long delays typically 
associated with a phone-based service.
 
AURA can be used in combination with a physical keyholding 
solution, or as a replacement where keyless access is 
available. AURA is a cost effective solution, and the faster 
response times can reduce or deter the impact of crime on 
your customers' businesses.

AURA - THE UK’S FASTEST 
SECURITY RESPONSE SERVICE

AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME 60 MINS AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME 29 MINS

The traditional process relies on phone-based 
communications which can take anywhere 
between 1-20 minutes before a responder 

even starts their journey. 

The platform is integrated into our monitoring 
software so that dispatches can be created in less 
than 30 seconds. This saves significant time, and 
means that the nearest responder can be on their 

way in less than 30 seconds.

WHY YOU NEED SECURITY RESPONSE?

With the police increasingly unable to attend a growing 
number of incidents, access to a private security network is 
becoming an important element in reducing the impact of 
crime, and combined with the very best alarm, CCTV 
Systems and Monitoring, can help to keep your customers 
and their properties safe.

Deter and reduce the impact of crime

New recurring revenue streams 

GPS tracked data-led reporting 

Demonstrate innovation



ABOUT THE 
SOLUTION

MAINTAINING FAST RESPONSE AND QUALITY
● AURA use detailed site information and What3Words references to assist responders

● Checklists are provided for responders to follow

● An AURA operator speaks with every responder after each callout

● AURA analyse huge volumes of data to assess everything, creating continuous improvement

Nationwide coverage

900+ vehicles nationwide

All SIA approved security professionals

Onsite responder checklists

GPS tracked - automated and bespoke reporting

24/7 AURA control room

CONTACT US
If you would like to learn more 
about AURA and how you can have 
your customers protected, please 
contact AURA directly. 

Adrian Meredith, Commercial Director

adrianm@aura.services

07768 757403 


